Essential Budapest - 2 Night Stay in a Central Located „Party Quarter” Apartment with Airport Transfer, S
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Planning a short holiday in Budapest? The Essential Budapest package includes all the
necessities to have an amazing time in the city.

Enjoy your stay in one of the 4 luxurious Souper apartments in the city centre and experience
the famous Hungarian hospitality. One of the most fundamental elements of a Budapest holiday
is a rejuvenating day in one of the city’s several thermal spring spas. Sink into the warm healing
waters of Széchenyi, the largest thermal bath of the country. Take a few rounds in the hot open
air pools of the historical venue even in wintertime and don’t miss the different sauna facilities
for the detoxicating effect. Essential spa gear will be provided for the ultimate spa experience.
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The package also includes a 2 hour long river cruise where you will learn why the city is called
the pearl of the Danube. The evening Cocktail Cruise will present you with the uncanny sight of
the UNESCO awarded panorama of Budapest to enchant you with its illuminated sights while
you sip your favourite cocktails on-board.

To top it all up, a free airport transfer service will make your arrival and departure as classy and
safe as it can be.

Join us and get the most out of your weekend in Budapest!

Includes:
- 2 Night stay in one of the following Souper apartments: Jurma, Cazuela, Sambar, Bisque
- Airport transfer to the accommodation, and from the accommodation to airport
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- Szechenyi Bath skip the line entry tickets with private cabin, flip-flop, take away towel,
mineral water, 2in1 shampoo & shower gel
- Sunset Cocktail Cruise on the Danube from 7pm
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